IHET-SPECIFIC REFERENCE ENTRY AND CITATION TYPES

1. For your AIT Modules (ILMs) – for ENGL 1154 and 2354

Reference entry:
Title of Module. (year). Government Department, period, module number – (######x).

Location of publishing: Publisher.

In-text citation:
(Title, year) OR (Title, year, p. ##)

EXAMPLE:

(Trailer, 2014) OR (Trailer, 2014, p. ##)

Wording in the highlighted elements will remain the same, but other elements will vary depending on the module manual.

2. CAT SIS Database – for ENGL 2354 only

Reference entry:

In-text citation:
(Title, year) OR (Title, year, p. ##)

EXAMPLE:

(305D Bucket, n.d.) OR (305D Bucket, n.d., para. ##)

Wording in the highlighted elements will remain the same, but other elements will vary depending on the database page that the student has sourced.